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 Geography is multidisciplinary branch where the outsized scope of research in the 

physical and human divisions. The traditional view of research are changing and replaced by 

advent modern techniques which is fulfill with technology as far as range of accuracy. 

Geography studies the earth and its internal as well as external environment. A slight change in 

the internal or external nature of earth would be lead to large scale changes in physical and 

cultural environment of earth which spread around the human being. Consequently, the research 

in geography is supposed to ethical, where the proper description of problems as well as its 

solution by regarding matched techniques and concepts. The approach of research should give 

the significance to the social welfare with sustainable development of environment. In this paper, 

discuss the importance of research in geography with the developing spatial database. 
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Introduction:  

 In this period research has pleasing a good footstep in all sectors because development of 

world and it‟s positive and negative impacts. The research has been started from the human 

civilization up to the recent era. The research has equivalent objectives from it‟s originate; only 

the trends in research has been changing time to time. Geography is the core branch of almost 

branch where the large demand and opportunity of research. There is increase in the challenges 

of the subject due to interrelationships with environment. Human need the resources for his 

existence and development, which can be obtaining from nature mostly. Now a day, the 

maximum utilization of resources leads to problems in front of verity of ecology‟s. This trend of 

human life should change and give the emphasis to sustainable development. Thus, all above 

said matter explain the need of research in geography. For any research there is need proper 

outline and superiority, and then it resolvebefall a moral and constructive for the society. 

Recently due to the emergence of Geographical Information System and Remote Sensing the 

accuracy of research is increase and reduces the time span.  

Abstract 
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Scope of Research in Geography: 

Geography studied the „Man and Environment‟, and its relationship. The study divided in 

the physical and human geography. The physical changes, change the human life style, e.g. the 

occurrences of any disasters stop the human activity and in this period need to plan for 

rehabitation and resettlement.Physical Geography is the natural phenomena‟s study concerning 

earth while the Human Geography is the man made phenomena‟s study within a specific 

environment. The knowledge of Physical and Human Geography rapidly searching as well as 

spreading owing to the growing technology and methods of research.    

 

Figure 1: Relationship of Human, Environment, and Development 

This relationship presents the development nature of world. The resources consumption pattern 

should be consisting with environmental consideration. The human is one of component in this 

system, which can use resources properly for sustainable development. So, the safeness of our 

environment depends upon human behavior. The utilization of resources ought to be proper, 

means no extra burden upon nature for resources. The consumption pattern should be consisting 

with resources renewability consideration. Advance Remote Sensing techniques help for 

mapping and monitoring of diversity of resources accurately. It has large capacity to detect 

properly, although, they are located remotely from us or in irregular shape(Fig: 2).  
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Figure 2: Remote Sensing data of Landsat Satellite (2006)(Band-2, 3, 4) - Bhandardara dam and 

PravaraRiver, located in western part of Ahemadnagar district of Maharashtra. 

Field of Research in Geography:  

 Geography is the multidisciplinary subject, where is the confluence of scientific and 

manmade phenomena. Subject can defined as the study of earth including its inhabitants, features 

as well as its phenomena. The research activity may be run according to any specific theme in 

physical or cultural geography branch. The Geomorphology, Climatology, Biogeography, 

Oceanography etc. are scientific research stream as well as Population Geography, Economic 

Geography, Industrial and Trade Geography, Cultural and Religious Geography etc are the 

Human Geography field. The Earth Science is also greater significance for research because of 

changing nature of earth. The volcanism, earthquake, plate tectonic, sea floor spreading etc. 

related research explain the dynamic nature of earth with future changes over the earth. The over 

population, industrialization, urbanization lead to social behavior and resources consumption 

pattern changes study in overall world.  

Both the Physical and human geography related research become a quantitative and 

qualitative due to Remote Sensing (RS) Data and Geographical Information System (GIS). These 

techniques help for spatial modeling and visualization of selected study area. It has enormous 

impact into the analysis, investigation, and planning point of view (Fig: 3). 

Convectional Database for Geographical Research: 

 Database is the essential component for the research activity in the Geography. In the 

ancient periods the speculation about the natural phenomena had given the birth for innovation 

activities. Ancient Geographer had written about the natural observation and tries to locate the 

various things over the earth. They did the research work on the basis of ancient sketch map, 

observationaldata, epics information and related references data. After that, the innovation in the 

scientific and mathematical fields gives the additional strong support of data sources for research 

Purpose. The research database change day by day due to technological and scientific 

revolutions. With the changing sources of database the resolution pattern, accuracy, time factor, 
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and applicability of research increasing in almost sectors. Generally, whatever data we are using 

for research purpose, it should be ideal and ground reality.  

1) Cadastral Map:The cadastral map is the property maps which is using by government 

revenue purpose as well as boundary delineation of one property from another one. Cadastral 

maps are largely useful for city, town and village planning. (Fig: 3). 

 

Figure 3: Cadastral Map of Khandgaon Village in SangamnerTahsil of Ahemadnagardist (MS). 

2) Survey of India (SOI)- Topographical Maps: The SOI (Survey of India) topographical 

maps become the good representative sources of topography in the 1900 century, which 

given the detail about physical (contour, landforms, height spot, lake, river, vegetation cover 

and other natural feature) and cultural layout (settlement, roads, agriculture, other 

communication networks etc). This database is scope fully used in military, forestry, 

irrigation, and associated various fields for spatial planning. (Fig: 4). 
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Figure 4: Toposheet 47/E/10- Quadrant no. C1 represent the Lake Beale water body in Nasik 

district of Maharashtra. 

Remote Sensing Data Base for Geographical Research: 

 The term remote sensing was first used in the early 1960s. Later, it was defined as the 

total processes used to acquire and measure the information of some property of objects and 

phenomena by a recording device (sensor) that is not in physical contact with the objects and 

phenomena in study. Remote Sensing can be defined “The science and art of acquiring 

information about objects from a distance using various sensors     mounted on platforms which 

are at a considerable height from the earth surface”. 

 In the 18
th

 Century there was need of systematic mapping of land/earth surface. Thus, the 

innovation of this technique is given the new digital approach for research and various spatial 

planning.  In the RS surface data is acquired in the digital format. The Satellite image, Aerial 

Photographs, SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) and ASTER (Advance Spaceborn 

Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) data (both in 3D nature of surface),LIDAR (Light 

Detection and Ranging) data etc. types of data collected from remote sensing techniques. These 

varieties of data are used to a choice of purpose of spatial mapping. i.e. Natural Resource 

Evaluation,Management & Development, Tourism Development, Infrastructure Development, 

Rural Development, Transport & Communication,  Environmental Management etc. 
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1) Google Earth Software (Google Image): Google community lances this database for social 

throughout Google earth software.  Now a day spatial image can acquired from Google earth 

software, which provide the surface images of overall world. We can download any regions 

image according to our set of need. (Fig: 5). 

 
Figure 5: Google Maps of Mumbai shows the change during Oct 2004 to Nov 2009 of 

VarliVandreSetubefore construction and after construction. 

Satellite image also available today‟s from verity of website, The GSLF (Global Land Cover 

Facility) provide the Landsat Satellite image according to UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) 

zone. (Fig: 2). The SRTM and ASTERis the Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM) was 

released to the public (Recently release of ASTER GDEM Version-2, on 3 October, 2011). 

ASTERis an imaging instrument flying on Terra, a satellite launched in December 1999 as part 

of NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS). It was a joint operation between NASA and Japan's 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), and Japan's Earth Remote Sensing Data 

Analysis Center (ERSDAC). The Global DEM is the most complete mapping of the earth ever 

made, covering 99% of its surface. The previous most comprehensive map, NASA's Shuttle 

Radar Topography Mission (SRTM), covered approximately 80% of the Earth's surface, with a 

global resolution of 90 m. and a resolution of 30 m. over the USA. The GDEM covers the planet 

from 83° N to 83° S, becoming the first earth mapping system that provides comprehensive 

coverage of the Polar Regions as well as easy-to-use topographic information of the global 

terrainwith at 30 meter (98 ft) intervals resolution. (Fig: 6). 

2) Advanced Space borne Thermal Emission and Reflection (ASTER) and Shuttle Radar 

Topography Mission (SRTM) Data:This ASTER is being used to obtain detailed maps of 

land surface, for multidimensional spatial planning‟s applications. Now a day, ASTER‟s data 

released to public, which can be gives, the powerful contribution in various engineering, 

irrigational, industrial, administrational and physiographic planning fields. The available 
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traditional to advanced Remote sensing data has been largely using with the superimposing 

(in GIS Software) of any identical area, which has   helps for change detection identification, 

geographical feature mapping, spatial modeling, visualization, surface monitoring. Our earth 

is undulating where most of regions are located remotely. This regions detailed investigation 

become easier due to availability of ASTER‟s data sources. It also helps for detailed maps of 

surface temperature of land, emissivity, reflectance, and elevation as well as for geological 

mapping and mineral identification. The mapping of hilly and plain region along with 

carbonate, basalt and silicate rocks types become essay due to ASTER‟s data. The techniques 

discussed in this paper would be to other geographical spatial analysis of regions where 

similar spatial planning questions need to be resolved. There is opening the innovative and 

powerful research gateway in the spatial planning after released to the public of SRTM and 

ASTER.  

 

Figure 6: SRTM (90 M)& ASTER (30 M) data of Raigaddist of Maharashtra. 

3) Satellite Imagery: Satellite imagery consists of photographs of Earth or other planets made 

by means of artificial satellites. This satellite image captured by satellite in the form of DN 

no, which has range 0-255 known, has Digital Number (DN). Satellite image is in the mostly 

thematic format, which needs to analyze from expert related to fields. (Fig: 7). 
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Figure 7: Landsat Satellite Image shows the Digital Number (DN) of Sangamner City with 

Pravara River and surrounding region.  

4) LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging): Recent lanced, LIDAR (Light Detection and 

Ranging) is an optical remote sensing technology that can measure the distance to, or other 

properties of a target by illuminating the target with light, often using pulses from a laser. 

LIDAR technology has application in geometrics, archaeology, geography, 

geology, geomorphology, seismology, forestry, remote sensing and atmospheric physics, as 

well as in airborne laser swath mapping (ALSM), laser altimetry and LIDAR contour 

mapping. (Fig:8). 

 

Figure 8: LIDAR Data - Ulster Canal, Ireland (Sources: ASRIUM, an Eads Company) 

Use of Database in Geographical Research: 

Geography is multidisciplinary branch, which study the interior of earth to atmosphere 

from ground surface layer. The mega scope of research in subject due to universal study nature 
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and arising current issue, i.e. sea level change, climate change, ozone hole, global warming, 

urbanization, industrialization etc‟s dynamic situation. Research papers are used for verity of 

application in multiple fields.  In the planning field it can be used strongly as informative data 

sources, in education field it is provide the idea of innovation to newcomers. The research paper 

becomes a reference to anther writing, publication learning process.  Due to today‟s available 

data base from traditional to modern the research become effective and accuracy oriented. The 

quality of work improves and implemented in most of sector as a data base. In the GIS the layer 

method superimposed the multiple layers which are accurately showing modeling of region with 

high visualization. In the given figure drainage network of Sangamnertahsilis extracted from 

Toposheet and it‟s superimposed over Digital Elevation Model (DEM)(Fig: 9). 

 

Figure 9:Drainage network of Sangamnertahsilsuperimposed over DigitalElevation Model 

(DEM), which is extracted from Toposheet 

The development of world increasing the positive and negative impact analysis of any 

developed infrastructure. Somewhere, in the world generates the problems due to rapids growth 

of urbanization and population. This problems identification and solution is the main role of any 

research. So, the potential research can be used for solution the variety of problems according to 

set of need.  Research represents the past, present situation and predict the future situation of 

worlds or regions. Therefore, the application of researches is the very large scale in the multiple 

branches, which is contributing to analysis of problems and its solutions.  

At village level GIS and RS data helps for presents a micro level analysis of 

topographical analysis and land cover after the combination of all data. Recently this is become 

digital due to advent in modern techniques. The GIS and RS data also helps for Spatial Modeling 

of village throughout visualization(Fig: 10). 
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Figure 10: Topographical analysis of Khandgaon village in Sangamnertahsil of Ahemadnagar 

district. 

Conclusion and Discussion: 

 Research is the pioneering and penetrating activity in the entire field, which is refer as 

informative base in the most of general sciences and social sciences. Owing to this nature it 

should be qualitative and understanding base. For this purpose accuracy, ideal data base, proper 

methodology, andreferences are necessary for research paper. In the geography research can 

complete by various selective ways, using database and determining objectives. Owing to the RS 

and GIS innovation the geographical research become a accuracy and effective analysis oriented. 

In the above all explanations have shownthe assortment ofdata base in Geography for research as 

well as its attributefor effectual research paper.  
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